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In a loud and busy world, nonprofit organizations compete daily to be
discovered and then distinguished from their competitors before they can
begin to vie for recognition, funding and advancement of their mission.
In order to accomplish these daunting tasks, a successful nonprofit must
surmount many of the same organizational challenges facing a large
orchestra. Each person on staff plays their part, each department brings
individuals together, and all of these must work harmoniously to produce
just the right notes with combined timing and intensity—only then can they
raise the roof in triumph.
It all begins with the individuals, and this presents a challenge. In today’s
competitive hiring marketplace, nonprofits often fall behind in the pursuit
to hire and keep best-fit personnel. A winning mission may draw some
professionals, but how will you convince them to stay when the pay is higher
elsewhere?
The answer is elusively simple. You must care about their careers. Provide for
your staff’s professional development and make your nonprofit a nurturing
base where talented people can grow, feel challenged but not overwhelmed,
and feel valued when they contribute to the best of their abilities. A 2018
UST survey1 reports that “people were generally excited about leadership
development, outside training resources, and job boards.” The same survey
found no significant statistical difference between Boomer and GenX
responses. Make it your job to help everyone feel that they will be able to
develop their skills, grow as leaders, and build their careers, and you will
keep your employees longer.
When it comes to staff support, is your organization hitting all the right notes?
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WARNING: Failure to implement these critical practices may result
in loss of your nonprofit’s ability to remain resilient in challenging
times. “Demand for nonprofit services continue to rise and
organizations still struggle to keep up.”2
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The following 6 strategies
will help your organization
stand out in a competitive
marketplace, enabling you
to develop and maintain a
robust workforce.
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Implement an Honest and Impactful Hiring Process

Before you groom a stellar employee for a successful long-term
career, you must find them first. Create a rigorous hiring process
using evidence-based hiring procedures and develop memorable job
ads and interview steps to attract the best-fit job candidates.
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There is good news for nonprofits. Work for Good’s 2017 survey of mission-focused professionals determined that a massive 88 percent of nonprofit
employees plan to work in nonprofits long-term and 90 percent would recommend the work to others.3 This happens when there is a good fit between
the employee and the nonprofit. This is not to say that they lack interest in careers available in the for-profit sector. More than half of those surveyed
admitted that they see their current position as a stepping stone to a more lucrative career outside of the nonprofit sector. And 42 percent check job
listings more than once a week. So, how do you keep them from acting on that curiosity? Keep some important tactics in mind as you consider your
approach to recruiting, and your task will be half done.
Start with Your Team
Whether you fail to find any worthwhile candidate, or your choice turns out to be a bad fit for the organization, recruiting comes with risks you can
reduce by developing a rigorous hiring process.4 The following steps will help you accomplish your staffing goals more effectively:
1. Identify your organization’s needs.
2. Determine the position and characteristics of the perfect candidate, including skills, competencies, temperament, work style.
3. Write the job description.
4. Advertise the opening and network to get the word out.
5. Gather, organize and screen résumés.
6. Reduce the pool of candidates by assessing résumés according to established criteria.
7. Conduct preliminary interviews by phone or real-time video conferencing.
8. Working through the results of the interviews, select a small group of finalists.
9. Make the final choice and extend the offer.
10. If offer is negotiated, notify other candidates.
11. Thank team members who participated in search.
12. Plan a smooth transition.
A small nonprofit may lack the luxury of a separate HR team, of course, so you should work through the process carefully, as the costs of staff turnover
can be more damaging to a smaller organization. Every step, from determining your organizational needs to vetting candidates’ references, can save
you stress, time and funds.
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When you work for a larger nonprofit, you can be truly successful at hiring best-fit personnel, but as a savvy HR professional, you will need to begin
by looking at your hiring and onboarding team, especially the structure and the protocols for onboarding staff members. How do you identify the
roles that your organization needs? How do you define, explicitly, what skills and abilities will be required for each role? And how do you select for
personality traits that will fit your company culture? In fact, how does your culture affect the overall health of the employees and rate of turnover?
These questions and more begin with the makeup of your recruiting team. You must also determine if the role can realistically be filled by one person.
If one person will not be enough to round out the team, it will be time to study your organization’s structure.5 Once you have reached an understanding
of the structure, the role and the person needed, you will be able to generate the right ad, reach the best-fit candidates and select a person who will
contribute to the organization for years to come.
It’s Not Like Looking in a Mirror
While many hiring teams insist on “gut feelings” and first impressions as major hiring tools, it should be noted that about a third of new-hires quit
within the first quarter of their first year of employment. Don’t choose people because they remind you of yourself. Discrimination for race, religion,
gender or age can run rampant without an HR manager’s awareness. Instead, use objective, evidence-based6 hiring practices. Define behavioral skills
necessary for exceptional performance. Implement a consistent process and use standardized assessment tools, asking the same questions and using
the same rating system.
Advertising
After you develop a more specific and useful description of the role and its requirements, you will be able to design better outreach, including a job
ad with specific, targeted information:7
•

An overview of the organization’s mission, size, scope and location

•

Job title that makes sense internally and externally

•

Clear job description including reporting relationships and key responsibilities

•

Specific and realistic qualifications, including specific skills, educational background, experience

•

Salary or salary range based on research showing what’s commensurate with other
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Networking Works
Properly developed and maintained, simple, structured networking can build a key resource to fulfill your staffing needs. Use these four questions:
1. Whom do we already know, even someone unavailable, with the qualifications we desire?
2. Whom would we benefit from knowing?
3. Which organizations are populated by the above people?
4. How can we reach out to those organizations with information about our opportunities for their members?
Become an active and longstanding member of beneficial organizations, while keeping an eye to new contacts who support the above search questions,
and you’ll have abundant resources at your ready whenever you need them.
Make Your Organization Attractive
How do you reach out and attract your dream candidate? Take these steps to ensure best practices in outreach:
•

Be Internet Savvy8. Do you force candidates to apply online with a difficult interface and unfriendly, even challenging portal? Avoid the temptation
to weed out lesser candidates. At this point, your job is to attract as many potential right-fit people as possible.

•

Tone down the power-play. Failure to respect all candidates can backfire. Recognize that in today’s world, a candidate who does not receive
adequate communication and respect from your team will have the ability to rate the experience online.

•

Promote from within, too. Current employees will move on if there are no opportunities for advancement. And outside candidates who determine
that staff members have few opportunities for advancement may opt for a competitor with paths to career development.

•

Act in a timely fashion. Once contacts are made, you must move forward consistently. If your hiring process drags on too long, you will lose top
candidates.
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Better Than an Interview—Make It an Experience!
Once you’ve attracted a few potential candidates, you may wish to try something new and reportedly9 far superior to a standard interview. Remember,
candidates are often subjected to more than one traditional interview for a job. So, instead of forcing that person to sit through yet another round
of questions, why not move into action? An experiential interview offers the candidate the opportunity to show off skills and learn more about the
position. It enables your team to see the person in action and can tell you a lot about the candidate’s abilities. You’ll see if he or she can perform the
needed tasks.
Start by referring to your detailed list of skills and qualifications needed for a position. You should also set a fixed list of deal-makers and deal-breakers,
which will come in handy as you assess the candidate’s performance. From these, design a work scenario that asks the candidate to produce a sample
of the required work, hopefully allowing that person to interact with future co-workers. It’s your chance to throw out theoretical questions and replace
them with real-world simulation that will reveal much more about the candidate to you, and much more about your organization to the candidate.
It’s Worth It
This first strategy may seem like a lot of extra work, but it will minimize your costs in the future. Replacing a lost employee costs an average of 21%
of that now ex-employee’s salary, and Millennial turnover costs the U.S. economy $30.5 billion annually.10 This extreme loss can be prevented with
simple yet effective hiring protocols that empower hiring managers to onboard the right person for the job—one who will succeed and stay.
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Create and Maintain a Thoughtful Onboarding Process

First impressions are everything. How you choose to organize a new hireʼs
30-, 60-, and 90-day onboarding plan, and introduce them to the team,
can either keep them engaged long-term ... or push them out the door.
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A Place for Everyone and Everything in Place
Nothing is worse when starting a new job than to arrive and discover that you don’t even have a place to sit. No one made the effort to create your
workspace, at least, not in time for your arrival. It makes a terrible first impression to arrive on Day One and realize that you are expected to learn
your way around when you don’t have a desk, a computer, phone, email, online access and more. Not only does it worsen those first-day jitters that
many experience when starting a new job, it makes the employee feel insignificant insofar that apparently no one has noticed a need for that person
in the role they’ve been hired to play. If at all possible, make sure that all new staff arrive to find a “home” waiting, ready with supplies and needed
tools to begin their job. You may need to move their space eventually, but do give them a place to land upon arrival. It will help them to orient faster
and feel welcomed, as well.
Orientation: Where to Begin?
A well-designed orientation program may take weeks, but it will go a long way to ensuring your new-hires’ success. A 2018 SMD Survey11 notes four
critical principles that will help new hires stay in their positions:
•

Good Job fit. Be sure you carefully placed the employee in a role that they enjoy where their skills and abilities are effective to accomplish
necessary tasks and where positive challenges are met with appropriate training and skills. This is the top reason people leave an organization,12
which makes it the most important part to get right. If you followed the role-clarifying steps and understand the modernizing interview approaches
in Strategy One, then you put in place a system that will help to carry out this task successfully.

•

Be Welcoming. Help your new hire feel at home by introducing him or her officially through scheduled meetings with co-workers. Include date,
time and participants for each scheduled meeting. You can do this from the new hire’s very first day with key colleagues and supervisors13.
Remember that you may be the one person your new hire knows in the organization, so a one-on-one meeting makes it clear that personal
attention and care is what makes your organization stand out. Share information about organizational culture, behavioral and communication
expectations and general guidelines for thriving as a member of the staff. Be sure to include and introduce your new-hire at training sessions,
regular staff meetings and team events. To be especially attentive to the needs of your new-hire, schedule regular check-in meetings to keep
updated on their progress in the new role. Try not to overwhelm your new-hire, but make it clear that everyone on staff is happy to welcome this
person to the team.
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•

Provide Tools and Resources. Provide training, coaching, tools and resources to help the new-hire perform well. Be sure to include in-person
explanations about your organization’s mission, vision and values, so they can develop a keener grasp of their role’s value. While technical
training and reading manuals have value, it’s vital to include even more introductions to their co-workers. Once your new employee has settled in,
continue to support their efforts with resources, online aids, hard-copy materials and people who can help them to develop fully in their position.

•

Weigh What You Push Their Way. You must be mindful of the new-hire’s work-life balance. It’s not uncommon for employees to exit early if they
feel overloaded with work, especially if it differs from what was described in the job description or interview. Management should keep an eye on
deadlines and the flow of assignments. While hourly employees may appreciate a few extra hours of pay, too much of a good thing can lead to job
dissatisfaction. And salaried employees will quickly feel abused if they are inundated with a workload that precludes a decent work-life balance.
One of the benefits you can offer is this opportunity for your staff to enjoy other aspects of their lives to attract, hire and keep best-fit candidates.

Day by Day
Here are some suggestions for a first-week activities schedule you might follow for a proper onboarding experience that empowers your new-hire to
stay and succeed. While it’s described as Monday through Friday, you can easily alter it to fit your organization’s schedule. Try to keep the momentum
at a daily pace for maximum effectiveness.
•

Monday. In a one-on-one meeting, briefly go over some organizational goals. Arrange a welcoming meal, perhaps breakfast, break snack or lunch.
Use this event as an opportunity for your new employee to get to know and chat with staff. You can let the others know when to expect a one-onone visit with the new hire. By the end of the day, try to complete the following additional tasks suggested by HR experts14:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete employment paperwork.
Discuss your organization’s culture, communication guidelines and general expectations. Talk about what a successful first quarter
would look like.
Provide a tour of the building.
Explain important safety and emergency information.
Assist in setting up voicemail and email.
Provide a name tag, badge and/or identification card plus information on how to access the facility.
Provide copies of the most recent annual report, the organizational chart and the employee’s job description.
Be sure to thank your new employee for joining the team!
Review HR and administration procedures.
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•

Tuesday. Complete any tasks left over from Monday. Prioritize resolving any issues with the workspace or equipment. Begin job-specific training.
Confirm the job duties and description with the new employee. Make sure the new-hire has resources, including access to mentor colleagues for
informal cultural guidance as well as formal mentors for performance-related tasks.

•

Wednesday. Explain the roles of the organization’s leadership, in particular the board and executive director, as they relate to the mission and
vision of the organization. Arrange for the new-hire to shadow his or her supervisor to learn more about the organization and its culture. Allow
time for the employee to read materials and work through training materials.

•

Thursday. Describe how the employee’s job contributes to the organization’s goals.

•

Friday. Ask how the first week has been going. Include a discussion of performance expectations and explain the annual (or other regular)
performance review process.

Beyond the First Week
Though you may wish for an employee who can hit the ground running, it’s best to expect minimal productivity while your new-hire is learning the
ropes. Remember to keep feedback balanced, avoiding the urge to provide only corrective feedback. Look for opportunities to reward initiative,
information seeking and other positive behaviors.
During the first month, be sure that your new-hire:
•

Has met all staff members.

•

Has learned performance and professional development goals.

•

Has completed or is enrolled in any required training programs, including basic health and safety training.

•

Knows about additional learning opportunities, including internal and external resources.

By three months, be sure your employee:
•

Meets with you to discuss how they’re doing in the job. Most new-hires can carry a normal workload by this time.

•

Meets with you and his or her supervisor to provide feedback on the orientation process and discuss any additional training that would be helpful.
Take this opportunity to improve your orientation services.
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Offer Coaching and Development Resources

Aside from compensation and other benefits, development opportunities
are a key factor for maintaining high employee satisfaction. Offering
coaching and development tools will strengthen your staff’s skill sets,
internal relationships and improve overall team productivity.
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Don’t Underestimate the Importance of Development
While compensation and benefits remain the top two issues for employee satisfaction—with 59 percent of survey participants15 choosing compensation
and 43 percent preferring benefits—nearly a third of all public charities report training and development as a top employee satisfaction issue. You
can provide what they need. Once your new employee is onboarded, you can begin the extended task of strengthening that person’s capabilities to
conquer the challenges of the needed role. No doubt, you provided basic information already. Eventually, the job will demand nuanced skills that
could only be addressed by a true coach—the next step in helping your staff member develop into a fully functioning, self-starting player.
To offer this sort of support regularly, you’ll need a team of coaches. And the good news is, you can train anyone on your staff to be a coach, so that
it becomes an ongoing benefit—a legacy—you and the team give to the organization moving forward. What you choose to do in regard to coaching
will impact your personnel, it will benefit your bottom line, and it will keep your nonprofit thriving to a fresh upbeat rhythm for years to come.
It will help to broaden your understanding of the term, coaching—which, as staff development, can actually take many forms. Ensure you provide all
four levels16 of staff development:
1. On-the-job training. Usually unstructured and informal to help the new-hire keep up with workflow and general information on your organization.
2. Training and development. Often professionally presented to provide specific skills necessary for the performance of their role in the context of
the larger organization. For example, a trainer might be brought in to build skills required for a new computer system.
3. Talent and performance training. Part of your career development program, this will help employees perform to higher standards and build
marketable skills on a solid path to career growth.
4. Capability development. More global in focus, to improve the culture and capabilities of your entire organization. For example, improved
interpersonal communication skills may help streamline organizational processes.
Put Me in, Coach! How Training Best Practices Will Improve Employee Engagement
With a proper coach, a member of the staff can develop skills and abilities, learn to deal with challenges before they become problems and ultimately
boost their performance in the role. The coach does not necessarily need to be an expert in that particular role, but this person should be able to
demonstrate a commitment to helping the new person succeed. A study in the Harvard Business Review17 reported six types of coaching personas:
1. Expert. Can provide advanced knowledge in a specific area. This person is as useful as the knowledge he or she possesses. If another expert has
newer or better information, the original expert coach loses value rapidly.
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2. Evangelist. Great help in general for nonprofits where the group must be rallied to improve working together. The challenge is in working with
individuals who may process messages, each in their own way.
3. Coach. A prescriptive approach that empowers the learner to find their own answers through moderate guidance.
4. Mentor. Great for the learner’s long-term career goals. Incremental guidance that works toward a career-wide picture. Not especially helpful for
short-term skill-building.
5. Motivator. Helps the learner identify worthy goals and work toward what they want to achieve. Doesn’t necessarily offer expert information for
a particular role, so skill-building for a particular task may be lacking here.
While all of the above types of coaches should provide some basics, such as encouraging communication, the type of coach you select for your newhire should be strategically implemented to foster growth of the overall team. Whom you choose to work together may depend on the needs of that
learner and the type or placement of role he is taking up in the organization. In general, coaching is well worth the time and effort of all involved. A
whopping 86 percent of companies surveyed18 felt they recouped their investment.
Anyone can become a coach, but there are five characteristics19 that are crucial to their success:
1. Clarity Is Key. The best coaches are communicative about their coaching processes, goals and past outcomes with the learners. Substance is
valuable, and sharing makes it even more so.
2. Open to Alternatives. It is critical that a coach keep an open mind, asking the learner questions but also asking the learner’s peers for additional
points of view.
3. Quantifiable Behavioral Changes. A coach is more than simple “talk therapy” and the right person will feel compelled to develop measurable
behavioral changes in the learner’s output and performance.
4. Proof of Value. An experienced coach can describe past successes and a new coach is able to lay out comprehensive strategies for success.
5. Keeps It Confidential. The quality coach defines explicitly what can be shared with others and what will be kept confidential. And of course, this
plan must be kept. The learner must feel free to immediately end the relationship without repercussions if this trust is ever broken.
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Have a Plan
Encourage the coach to decide upon some basics with the trainee. First, they must establish a goal with a set of clear, firm objectives along the way.
These should be in line with the needs of the organization but tailored to the abilities and schedules of the people involved. Then, they can devise a
process plan that empowers the trainee to build skills and confidence within a reasonable period.
Costs Can Be Controlled
Partnering experienced staff members with new-hires can lower expenses while moving toward your training goals. You may also consider partnering
with another nonprofit organization to share expertise and training opportunities. Try to include webinars, online courses and livestreaming discussions
from the nonprofit sector. And most importantly, seek to find ways to build training experiences into their workday. Control costs in various ways:
assign coaches, delegate leadership tasks as a learning opportunity, assign public speaking and writing opportunities, invite staff to experience
communicating on behalf of the organization. Offer appropriate resources and reasonable expectations.
Reap the Rewards
Your nonprofit will benefit from your efforts. According to research20, companies that invested in coaching enjoyed a 53 percent increase in productivity
and 22 percent higher profits. This ROI breaks down to a 48 percent increase in organizational strength, a 39 percent increase in customer service, a
34 percent reduction in customer complaints, and a 32 percent higher retention rate among executives.
Coached employees benefit too, with 43 percent seeing an increase in motivation. Through coaching, fifty percent of employees in a recent study21
built a stronger working relationship with their team, and 47 percent found a greater ability to see other perspectives. Skill-building skyrockets, as 50
percent acquired a new skill or improved an existing one. Forty-three percent of employees improved their performance on the job.
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Be Proactive in Benchmarking Employee Satisfaction Levels
To improve employee retention, it’s imperative that you take the
guesswork out of the equation when looking at your team’s satisfaction
levels. Benchmark your current staff’s performance, define specific
goals, and maintain consistent communication with your team
to understand what is working and what issues to address.
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Learn to Benchmark
How do you know if you’re keeping up with your staff’s needs and those of the communities you serve? The best way to know is to measure
performance and benchmark your data. It’s a good idea to start by setting “excellence” as your ultimate goal in a variety of areas. Benchmark how
your nonprofit stands up to competition from other organizations that perform better than yours in these ways. Being able to measure accurately
where you stand in terms of excellence is critical to working toward that goal. And in a more general way, you can also determine set standards for key
issues such as “Health Benefits” and impartially judge performance within your organization as well as other organizations to see where your results
fall on the spectrum.
Take True Measurements to Benchmark Your Goals
Gone are the days of staring out at a collection of faces, trying to guess who is happy at your organization. Today’s professionals seek accurate
measurements of important targets such as employee satisfaction. It is a crucial and effective means of maintaining your staff. The science of HR
metrics provides reliable and efficient data that will help you with this challenging task. You will be able to clearly identify staffing needs and increase
your employee retention levels, and also grow your staff effectively, so this is well worth your time, funds and energy. No doubt your organization
faces urgent challenges, and your decisions should not be based on blind assumptions. Use statistical measurement tools to better understand your
staff, and your organization will be stronger for your efforts.
Almost a Crystal Ball
HR metrics can also be referred to as an HR scorecard or dashboard, workforce and compliance statistics, key performance indicators (KPIs) or HR
analytics.22 You can actually use this mathematical method of gathering information from the past and present to help predict the future of your
organization. What might appear to be magic is actually an effective scientific approach that will help your organization’s leaders improve strategic
planning and decisions, as it accurately measures the cost and impact of your HR programs. You will improve organizational development, staff
effectiveness and your ability to draw and keep employees to your nonprofit.
There are two types of HR metrics23. Use both to help you organize your information by what is useful to you today and what is worth keeping for
future improvements:
•

Human Capital Metrics. Gives you information on the people who work in your organization. How to make the most of their skills and best
organize teams. It also provides insight into recruitment options, best choices of benefits and compensation, and how well employees are
responding to what you’re providing as an employer. It directly relates to employee satisfaction levels.
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•

Human Resource Productivity Measures. Studies your HR department for your ability, efficiency and effectiveness. It provides insights into
appropriate HR staff size, cost-effectiveness of your HR team and more. It relates to employee satisfaction indirectly, as it helps you to build the
HR team and programs that will make the most of Human Capital Metrics.

Let’s say you’ve experienced an escalated loss of staff in the past year and you are concerned that more people will leave your organization. How
can you stop these losses? How do you know what will change people’s minds? It likely won’t be as simple as your pay scale. Applied Human Capital
Metrics will help you to understand the major reasons for your increased voluntary turnover. This will enable you to set some critical new HR goals.
Then, studying your current organizational strategy, goals and plans will empower you to benchmark where you are so you can efficiently develop
workforce objectives that also align with your organization’s overall goals.
It’s important to analyze your metrics accurately, especially in regard to past measurements. Take care to match all definitions, calculations, timeframes
and methods of collection (e.g. surveys), so that you will make true and powerful comparisons over time. In this way, you’ll be able to confirm the pain
points in your organization with hard, statistical evidence, so you can take appropriate corrective action as needed.
Through metrics, you can pinpoint exactly what has been going wrong with a particular manager who is losing an unusually high number of staff
members and work with that person to improve leadership skills.
Best Practices and Resources
Plenty of help is available that will empower you to complete this process successfully. The experts suggest some best practices like these examples
to help you dive into metrics:
•

Connect everyone’s dots. Communicate with team leaders across your organization and learn which HR initiatives they believe will help contribute
to their success.

•

Keep it meaningful. Spotlight information that will be valuable for strategizing realistic solutions. Avoid the common mistake of trying to track too
many metrics, which could cause you to lose sight of your human capital objectives. Alternately, avoid focusing solely on HR administrative goals.

•

Accountability counts. Quantify job descriptions with tracked metrics on clear performance objectives that you can also integrate into employee
performance evaluations.
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The science of metrics can help you reach impressive HR goals, but only if you invest the time, energy and resources to create an enduring system and
following through on all routine tasks. Collecting information is only half the job. You need to be able to recognize patterns and analyze results. The
government and some private organizations offer resources to help you:
•

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) – Hires and Turnover Data

•

Bureau of National Affairs (BNA)

•

Nonprofit Employment Practices Survey

•

SHRM Benchmarking Service

Next Steps
According to a 2017 survey, 72 percent of nonprofits say staff retention and recruitment is a challenge.24 You no doubt feel some pressure to simply
pay higher salaries, but the reality is that a lot of nonprofits can’t fund such a plan. So, it’s crucial to pay attention to the other reasons people are
satisfied or dissatisfied with their jobs. Remember to track employees, including those who are leaving. Through exit interviews, they can shed light
on reasons you’re losing staff. Useful templates for exit interviews are available from Glassdoor. From this information, you can determine options
such as nontraditional benefits that work for your staff.
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Establish Realistic Steps To Compensation Growth

Nonprofits are commonly faced with the challenge of achieving large-scale
mission-driven initiatives with a limited budget and employee bandwidth.
Offering fair pay, and pairing compensation with other creative perks, can
help keep your employees from looking for job opportunities elsewhere.
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Let’s face it. Employees will be forced to leave your organization if they can’t survive on what they earn. A massive 66 percent of nonprofits surveyed25
said that offering competitive pay is a top challenge. There are strong reasons. Eighty-six percent of the organizations said that demand for their
services keep rising, yet 62 percent admitted that financial sustainability is a top challenge. We must note, however, that nearly 59 percent also said
that employing enough hands is a top challenge.
More than ever, nonprofits are caught between providing services and making ends meet. In general, this is nothing new. However, recent government
activities as well as current societal and economic conditions have combined to make matters worse. So, you may be facing a gap between what
employees need in order to stay under your roof and what you can afford. The good news is, you really do have options.
Lower wages for nonprofit employees might also be due to organizational issues. Compensation may be weighted toward the top to attract better
leadership. The organization may have been forced to spend funds on other priorities or may have been unable to raise sufficient funds in general. Or,
maybe there was poor management of funds. The fact is, it has long been a cultural norm for nonprofits to provide weak compensation as a means
of dealing with other issues. Here’s how to find money where you can:
6 Top Tips to Try26
Experts have ideas for expanding your financial reach. Consider these suggestions:
1. Offer purchasing perks and memberships. Work with your vendors or donors in the community to offer discounts and special offers to employees.
2. Two-way talk. Work with your provider and organization’s leadership to provide phones and cell service to employees. Sweeten the deal with
free internet. Provide free WiFi at your offices. They will not only use the phones for personal reasons, they’ll have them to use when you need
to communicate about business. It benefits everyone.
3. Continue their education. Investing in your employees’ continuing education can reap rewards for your organization. Pay for certification
programs, association dues, learning materials, conferences and publications so they don’t have to make difficult choices in order to advance
their careers. Trust that they won’t leave as long as they feel they’re moving forward.
4. Time Off. Make your employees’ lives easier and richer by giving an occasional extra paid day off. Consider making birthdays a paid day off, or
the Friday following Thanksgiving. Allowing employees to spend time with their families on special occasions without losing crucial pay can be a
great incentive to stay.
5. Keep them healthy. Keep your staff energetic and enthused by membership in a local gym. This can be combined with flexible work hours to offer
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the maximum benefit to employees.
6. Transportation Allowance. Just getting to work is a financial burden on your staff. Depending on where your nonprofit is located, you could
determine a reasonable flat dollar amount for each employee. They can use it toward gas, bus passes or car repairs.
Show Them the Same Money
Though the challenges facing your organization may seem overwhelming, you must follow one golden rule: Equal pay for equal work. While increasing
diversity in your organization will likely give you a larger pool from which to source employees, it should never be used to pay lower wages to some
staff members. Women and minorities have historically lost huge amounts, as much as $431,00027 of lifetime income, to nothing more than blatant
discrimination. Furthermore, you will quickly lose valuable employees to higher-paid positions, and your organization may face repercussions, the
very least of which would be bad online reviews, if you persist in this form of discrimination.
Age discrimination can also cause your organization to lose money, qualified staff and even its tax-exempt nonprofit status. While 42 percent of
nonprofit employees surveyed28 set out to find a first job in this sector, a much larger 58 percent of employees moved into nonprofit work later in
their careers. They bring with them talent and expertise you will find worthwhile. For all that they bring, 61 percent of nonprofit employees between
the ages of 43 to 52 years old report29 feeling financially uncomfortable. Failing to hire or pay mature workers fairly does a disservice to your nonprofit
as much as to mature workers.
Demanding information on a candidateʼs salary history has been standard practice for generations. Sixty-three percent of organizations surveyed30
agreed with the statement, “It is best practice to ask for salary history.” However, it places candidates in a vulnerable position. Either candidates reveal
information and risk lowering their pay unfairly, or they withhold information and risk the assumption that they aren't team players. And the truth
is, this question is no longer (if it was ever) able to measure a personʼs skill and experience level, as we now know that too many people come from
unfair pay situations in their past.
Whether intentional or not, the practice of demanding salary history ultimately leads to pay inequality. It also affects the employers who lose
opportunities to hire exemplary personnel that are seeking positions elsewhere. Avoid these problems by conducting a salary equity study. Such an
internal study can assure you that the organization is paying employees equally.
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Donʼt Let Them Walk When You Can Talk
Historically, most employers have assumed that allowing coworkers to discuss pay with each other would lead to jealousy and conflict between
colleagues. Yet, the organizations failed to provide an alternative for salary questions. Almost a third of survey31 respondents reported that their
organization had no established channels for feedback about employee compensation issues, and 60 percent responded that their organization does
not make internal salary data available to current employees. Policies regarding open discussions about pay can vary due to a number of factors
including the organization's size, culture and budget.
Consider pay transparency to help protect your nonprofit from salary inequities. It will also support a clearer picture of performance standards and
give employees, prospective and current, a better idea of compensation ranges, especially when you quantify measurements using a salary equity
study. Most importantly, it can build trust between employees and their employers.
Work with the Real World
In our modern economy, most employers have already accepted that the labor force no longer stays put in one place for a lifetime. 401Ks and 403Bs
are mobile while pensions are gone. Perhaps the best you can do is attract a strong workforce and keep them for a cost-effective number of years
before their financial obligations force them to move on. It's a challenging reality of todayʼs world. You may find that taking advantage of this hard
truth is your best bet for attracting quality workers.
Many job candidates are still drawn to nonprofit employment for the good they do in the communities they serve. You can boost this “feel-good”
reason for nonprofit employment by making a point to help the employees too. And a great way to do that is by respecting their need for career
development. It has financial value to them, whether they continue in your nonprofit indefinitely or eventually leave. So long as they are building
valuable skills, they are more likely to stay.
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Avoid Static, Cookie-cutter Culture and Procedures

Let's be honest, your employees are the brand of your nonprofit. In
order to maintain a positive workplace culture, leadership teams must
look for innovative ways to keep the day-to-day work environment
interesting and maintain a diverse, yet collaborative staff.
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So, here we arrive at the final strategy, the one that ties it all together in the most effective way possible. You may feel discouraged, as 72 percent
of nonprofits report that staff retention and recruitment is a challenge.32 In the discussions of the past five strategies, one critical underlying theme
has surfaced repeatedly: company culture. The values and behaviors commonly encouraged in an organization's social environment usually reflect
to some degree the norms and standards of the larger society in which it exists. Any discussion of coaching, benefits, pay equity and more will only
be impactful in an organization that is capable of sparking and sustaining internal change. A static social structure that cannot adapt to evolving
circumstances is doomed to failure. Think of company culture as the rhythm you follow. If you only play to one beat, endlessly, your orchestra will lose
its talented individuals to the enticements of other symphonies.
Consider some ways you might shake up your organization:
•

Flip it around. Traditionally, a nonprofit will develop an org chart and hire people to fit the boxes. The concept of personalizing a job description to
fit the employee may seem radical, but hiring for potential—and customizing the position for this planned direction—can help you to purposefully
design an exciting and productive future for your organization.

•

Think outside the cube. While some employees will need a carved-out personal space in which to concentrate on their work, you might rethink
the floorplan for many others. Some may appreciate a different sort of space, and whether that is telecommuting from home or setting up shared
offices for a new set of employees, this will effectively keep your processes and culture from growing stale.

•

Be the good guys. Try not to let employees get lost in a forest of office work. Remember that your mission probably attracted many of them. So,
when your nonprofit wins a battle, share the victory. And when you face a challenge, share that too. Don't use it as an excuse to make people give
up their work/life balance, but do let them experience the force of your mission at work.

Change must begin within. Consider how your purpose-driven organization might better reflect its own principles and philosophy. Put these ideas into
practice and watch your success rate soar.
From the Top Down
Contrary to the notion that nonprofits focus their energies on equity and social justice, the nonprofit sector actually suffers from a racial leadership
gap. While the country has grown more diverse in the past 15 years, leadership of nonprofit organizations by people of color remains below 20
percent.33 Assumptions regarding the causes of this gap were challenged by a recent study34 that showed this low leadership turnout did not reflect
differences in background or qualifications, lack of aspirations, or a lack of skills or preparation. It is largely, instead, the result of an uneven playing
field and systemic problems with our approach to determining leadership.
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In regard to education, white people reported slightly more bachelorʼs and masterʼs degrees. However, people of color reported a higher rate of
advanced degrees such as PhDs. It should be noted that more people of color aspire to be leaders and more than twice as many people of color than
white people are interested in seeking opportunities outside the nonprofit sector.
Culture Concerns
How do you determine if your culture is in trouble? Experts provide a lot of information on this topic, including the following five warning signs35 you
should know about:
1. Crumbling sense of community. Is your organizationʼs mission clear and commonly shared by everyone on the team? Itʼs time to benchmark
your staff for their sense of purpose and clarity on their contribution to the nonprofitʼs mission. You may need to build more shared ownership in
the mission of the organization.
2. Poor communication. Are the lines open between staff and leadership? Do your organizationʼs leaders offer open, honest information and do
they value feedback from employees? Do they ever actually act on staff recommendations? Do employees have opportunities to express their
opinions? These all foster teamwork and should be given due respect. Make it a priority to foster clear and open communication among all levels
of people connected with your nonprofit. Only in this way can you build a positive environment in which to work.
3. Lost cogs. Staff will feel that their contribution means more if theyʼre held accountable and also recognized for good performance. Tune up your
day-to-day accountability, regular performance evaluations and current forms of recognition in order to improve employee engagement. It all
begins with a culture of shared obligations and vigorous, perceptive recognition.
4. Strangled creativity. How much are employees prevented from attempting innovation? It could be deliberate, as in overuse of the phrase “thatʼs
how weʼve always done things” in your culture. Or, it could be unplanned, as with a system that offers no time, resources or processes to try fresh
ideas. Think of how you actively encourage innovation.
5. Only one perspective. Is diversity in social or ethnic groups lacking representation in your culture? Your nonprofit is no doubt sharing ideas with
people around the world, and it should be reflected by diverse ideas within your organization. Learn about your ethnic cultures and incorporate
what you can from each to build strength in your overall workplace culture.
Diversity Helps
Improving staff diversity is becoming increasingly common, as 60 percent of organizations surveyed36 admit they plan to make this happen.
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It will enhance your pool of potential employees. Make no mistake, however. Diversity is not a means to cut pay; it is only useful to bring more
applicants to the forefront.
Understand Your Team and Our Times
Remember, the hard truth is that employees look for other jobs even when they are satisfied with their current position. In these times, the average
worker stands to benefit more from changing jobs than staying with one employer for too many years. The anticipated increase in skills and experience
that comes from exposure to new work experiences can build a stronger résumé. It does remain true that more than a third of nonprofit employees
still see nonprofit work as a long-term dream job.37 However, 56 percent believe their current job is only a temporary stepping stone to something
better. And while 41 percent will likely stay in their current job for five years or more, that number is met by those who change jobs ever three to
five years plus another 20 percent who change jobs every year or two. So, to truly succeed with competitive hiring practices, you must reframe your
expectations for achievement.
If you make it your goal to keep each employee satisfied in his or her role for three or more years before moving on—by today's standards, you
have succeeded. So what will keep them with you longer? Build their skills and strengthen their leadership expertise. Stretch their boundaries and
encourage creativity. Offer flexible scheduling and telecommuting options where possible. In these ways, you will become a popular employer who
helps shape the future ... not just regarding your mission, but also for the people who contribute to the goal.
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Connect with Us
UST provides nonprofits with workforce solutions to help better manage human resources from an employee’s
first day to their last. Stay up-to-date with the latest in nonprofit fundraising, national trends, legislative
updates, research, webinars and more by signing up for UST’s monthly eNews: www2.chooseust.org/eNews.

Blog
Visit ChooseUST.org/blog for articles on nonprofit human resources, unemployment, budgets, ideas, and more.

Social

www.Twitter.com/USTTrust or @USTTrust
www.Facebook.com/ChooseUST
www.LinkedIn.com/In/ChooseUST
www.Vimeo.com/ChooseUST
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